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I.LISTENING ( 1 pt ) 
*Write T/ F  
1/ ……….Mi thinks they can put a recycling bin  in every classroom. 
2/ ….……At the fairs, students can swap their new books. 
*Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 
3/ Nam thinks that it will be good if students go to school by  ……….. 
A.car   B.motorbike   C.bus   D.bike 
4/ Students can grow …………..in the school garden. 
A.flowers B.vegetables   C.trees   D.vegetables & trees  
 II. MULTIPLE CHOICE ( 4 pts ) 
5/ Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 
A.  glass B. dance C. plastic D. hand 

6/ Choose the word that has the stress pattern differently from the others. 
 
 

7/ My house will be  ……………….the ocean . 
A.at  B.on C.to  D. with 

8/ In the future , robots can……………children . 

A.  to take care of B.takes care of C.taking care of D. take care of 

9/ We might…………….to Dalat on our vacation. 

A.goes  B.go C. to go D.going 

10/ If I ............. ….to school , I will help reduce air pollution. 

A.walking B. walks C. walk D.to walk 

11/ We should …………the noise . 

A. reduce  B.reuse C. recycle      D. refill 

12/ If we recycle more , we ……………. Our Earth. 

A. help B. helps C. will help D.will helps 

13/   …….. rubbish into the river. 

A. Not throw   B. Don’t throw C. Throw  D. Throws 

A.rubbish         B. paper          C. recycle  D. water  
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14/ If soil is polluted ,  the plants……….   grow well.  

A. will 
 

B. will not C.is  D. are 

15/ ………...makes fish die . 

A.Water pollution B.Air pollution C. Soil pollution D.Noise pollution 

 
16/ Deforestation  ……………. floods. 
A. to cause  B. cause C.causes D. is caused 

Choose the underlined word or phrase that needs correcting. 
17/ Nam’s future house will be on the sea. 
              A                       B         C        D 
18/ Henry thinks we will stays on the moon for a long time. 
                  A              B            C                  D 
19/ Automatic dishwasher can washes and dry the dishes.         
                               A           B      C              D                      
20/ Will super cars run on water on the future?. 
        A              B      C                 D 
III. READING  (2 pts) 
 Read the following passage and choose the word.  

 
 People need to breathe .If they don’t breathe, they (21)___________ die.But how clean is the air 
people breathe? If they breathe  dirty air, they will have breathing problems and become 
(22)___________.Plants and animals need clean air too. A lot of the things in our lives create 
harmful gases and  (23)___________  the air dirty, like cars, motorbikes and factories. Dirty air is 
called ‘ (24)___________  air’. Air pollution can also make our Earth warmer . The problem of air  
pollution started with the burning of coal in homes and factories. 
 21/ A. will          B.are         C. must  D. do 
 22/  A.well          B. better                    C. ill  D. good 
23/ A. get           B. make                    C. give  D. have 
24/ A. pollute B. polluting        C. pollutes D. polluted 
IV. WRITING (3 pts) 
 
25/ We pollute the air. We have breathing problems. ( Kết hợp 2 câu lại sử dụng câu điều kiện 1) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
26/ We use green shopping bag .We help protect the environment.  (Kết hợp 2 câu lại sử dụng câu 
điều kiện 1) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
*Write the sentences  using the words or phrases below( sử dụng với Will) 
 
27/ My future house/  the ocean . 
....................................................................................................................................................... 
28/ It/ surrounded / blue sea/ tall trees  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
29/ There / washing machine/ dishwasher/ wireless TV/ robots  
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………………………………………………………………………………………..…………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
30/ Robots /go to the market/ take care of the children . 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

THE END 
 
 

 


